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Andrzej, the owner of this apartment in over hundred years old villa, travels a lot for work 
and pleasure. He wanted to create a place in his home town of Poznań, Poland to serve a 
place of rest and relaxation between journeys and adventures. Pl Architekci, who he hired, 
designed, renovated and developed for him a perfect space matching his needs perfectly. 
A home harbour.

It is the best place to live in Poznań – says Andrzej, who recently moved to Sołacz, to one 
of the local historical villas. – In my childhood I lived nearby and my grandmother often 
took me for walks to the Sołacki Park. My building stands on a hill, I have a view of the 
crowns of the park trees from the balcony. Now, when we talk, some of them have already 
taken on autumn colours – he says. Previously, he lived in one of Poznań's new housing 
estates. – For a long time, I treated the place of residence purely functionally and 
pragmatically. As a storage for my belongings and things. A stop on the way. I did not 
attach importance to it. Andrzej is a co-owner of a trading company and travels a lot. You 
could say that he lives out of suitcases, although he probably prefers a sailing bag then a 
suitcase. Privately, he has been practicing sea sailing since childhood, which his father 
encouraged him to do. He often organizes cruises in the Atlantic: through Madeira to the 
Canary Islands. Recently, he visited the green volcanic Azores Islands with friends. – The 
most popular plant in the Azores are hydrangeas, they grow by every road. And tea fields 
viewed in autumn under an overcast sky are not a typical version of paradise – he points 
out. Traveling, to be a deeper experience, should carry a certain amount of risk, although it
means something different for everyone. Some people need a glowing "fasten your 
seatbelts" lamp on the plane to raise the adrenaline level, others, like Andrzej, go on lonely
cruises on the ocean. – To prove myself, to prove to myself that I can endure a week on a 
yacht without any company, risking that if I douse myself with hot tea or I break my arm, no
one will help me – he explains.
The longest time he has spent alone on the yacht so far is a week. But he plans a lonely 
cruise to the other side of the ocean. Such an expedition can take up to 20 days. It is 
because of Andrzej's numerous sea expeditions that there are no plants in his house. The 
installation of an automatic watering system was considered, but the tank must be filled at 
least once every two weeks. Too often. 
Rarely does an old villa in Sołacz district go onto the secondary real estate market. 
Andrew seized the opportunity as soon as it presented itself and moved into a semi-
detached house from the early years of the twentieth century. The building houses several 
apartments and has two separate entrances. The project (approx. 260 m2 in total across 
two floors) was designed and  developed by the Poznań-based studio PL.architekci. "It 
was a ruin. Ceilings – clay and straw, wooden beams – partially rotten, which came out 
only during cleaning. Construction and finishing works took as much as 3.5 years – says 
the architect
Bartłomiej Bajon. The studio, which she runs with Katarzyna Cynka-Bajon, created the 
entire interior for Andrzej, from the functional layout to the washbasins, from the 
permanent building to cutlery and towels.
The interior was supposed to be contemporary, but because the character of the house 
was determined by its long history, care was taken about its material expression. The 
original layout of the enfilade has been preserved where from the living area to the study. 



However, to make the house more spacious, the wall between the dining room and the 
living room was demolished. Art deco accents, such as the curved combination of the 
ceiling and walls, were recreated by the stucco artist from plaster. The balcony door was 
made by a carpenter specializing in the revitalization of monuments. The new joinery, 
similar to the original, has a diamond decoration and a characteristic groove. The handles 
are rotatable, in memory of the old knobs.
– An architect must something of a psychologist. I sensed in conversation that the owner, 
traveling so much, needs from time to time some kind of port, a harbour where he will feel 
the warmth of home. Hence the darker colours of the walls and a lot of thoughtful 
additions, various little things, thanks to which the house does not seem empty.
We wanted to create a place to live, a real home, not a stylized, abstract interior. We made
sure that the items referred to the interests of the owner. They were an anchor. They 
allowed them to take root – explains the architect. The details are tasteful, and the 
recurring motifs give the interior consistency. 
 
– This was the idea to conduct a dialogue between what is old and what is new. Honest 
dialogue – in this house there is no imitation, glitz, shine. There are precious materials: 
brass, copper, oak wood, linen, wool. And a lot of handicrafts – says the architect. The 
sense of homestead is fostered by art. The relief in the corridor on the wall came from 
Brazil, from the studio of Domingos Tótora in Maria da Fé. The soil around the artist's 
studio is brownish-red. It was mixed with cardboard, Tótory's favourite material, formed in 
a circle and covered with grooves "working" with light. "Sometimes it's like the sun is 
hanging in the hallway. Just change the angle of view to see the sculpture again. It is wider
than the door opening. It weighs probably 90 kg. The object creates something like a 
landscape in the apartment: grooves imitate hills, waves on the surface of the water, fields 
of coffee tree, the sun combed with a comb. 
When asked if he took any things from his previous house with him during the move, 
Andrzej replies that only a few books. – Maybe intangible things are more important to me:
experiences, memories, photos. I wanted this interior to be finished when I entered it. I 
consulted only the most important details with e-mails from the trip, I had a few practical 
comments, but in fact I was happy to get rid of the control. And today I accept this space 
as my own. It's a shocking change for me to have an apartment that I really like coming 
back to.


